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GUILDFORD ROAD, MAYLANDS 
Grievance 

DR J.M. EDWARDS (Maylands) [9.51 am]:  My grievance is to the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 
and concerns Guildford Road, Maylands.  Members would realise that Guildford Road is a particularly busy 
road, and these days it seems busier than ever.  The traffic appeared to decrease when the Graham Farmer 
Freeway opened; people were going different ways and using the tunnel.  However, with the increased density of 
construction in the area, and the increased popularity of the supermarkets and shops in parts of Maylands, 
Guildford Road is busier than ever.   

The area I grieve about is the intersection of Guildford Road and Falkirk Avenue, Guildford Road and Rowlands 
Street, and the general area between Eighth Avenue and Ninth Avenue going east in Maylands.  On one corner 
this intersection has a huge Coles supermarket; on the other corner, an increasingly popular IGA outlet, and a 
number of other shops that are now doing much better than they have ever done in the past.  Over the road is a 
one-year-old McDonald’s outlet, which is becoming increasingly popular as well.  The intersection is the site of 
a lot of car and pedestrian activity.   

Since 2004 I have been in discussion with Main Roads and other entities about this site and what can be done to 
increase safety for pedestrians.  The issue of the safety of pedestrians arose initially after concern about school 
students crossing at that intersection, and that issue has been resolved with the establishment of a crossing 
further east.  In October 2004, near Falkirk Street, an elderly woman who was crossing the road had her foot 
somehow trapped by a car and lost that foot.  Fortunately, following that incident, there was an audit at the site, 
which revealed that there were around 1 000 pedestrians a day crossing Guildford Road and Falkirk Road.  After 
the audit a number of solutions were put forward, and in 2005 a lot of community consultation was undertaken.   

In 2005 there were 130 submissions, so community interest was really high.  Unfortunately, as can happen with 
good consultation, the different solutions were teased out and agreement could not be reached.  Over time, a 
focus group was formed to involve the local traders, residents, Main Roads, the City of Bayswater - all the 
parties involved - to try to get a single resolution to the number of difficult problems that had arisen.  There were 
three meetings of the focus group, looking at different iterations of the plans to come up with the best plan, and 
finally agreement.  That agreement could not have come sooner, because earlier this year a young woman was 
injured as she crossed the road at that site; unfortunately, she was hit by a car.  Around the same time, a postie on 
his bike had the bike clipped by a car as he was crossing at the same site.   

I am aware that work is about to commence - in fact right at the moment work has probably just started.  I urge 
the minister to send a message back to Main Roads and the contractors who are undertaking the work, to ensure 
that the work is undertaken expeditiously and that the area gets the solutions it is seeking.  I am delighted with 
the solutions that have been proposed.  In the next month or so traffic signals will be installed at the intersection 
of Guildford Road and Falkirk Avenue, which will dramatically improve the safety of pedestrians.  There will 
also be new treatments to the median strip, new turning lanes, and modifications to nearby roads to look at traffic 
flow and pedestrian safety and marry the two up as closely as possible.  I am aware that traders have had some 
issues, perhaps wanting to give more focus to cars than to pedestrians, and I commend all the parties involved 
because they have taken on board the messages that have been put out about pedestrian safety at this site.  I also 
ask that the minister keep in mind that the work being done by the engineers on behalf of Main Roads needs to 
be expedited, because the City of Bayswater will be undertaking work when it is finished, particularly to upgrade 
the lighting in the area to Australian standards.  That work cannot be done until the other work has finished.   

I thank the minister for listening to the concerns of the community and doing the audit, getting the plans, getting 
the tenders out and finally giving the green light so that we know that work is about to start.  In the electorate of 
Maylands, and particularly around that local area and particularly from the point of view of pedestrians, we are 
very keen that the work be undertaken as expeditiously as possible and that safety be restored to what is an 
increasingly busy site.  

MS A.J.G. MacTIERNAN (Armadale - Minister for Planning and Infrastructure) [9.57 am]:  I thank the 
member for the grievance.  The government has done some research and can see that the member for Maylands 
has been on the case of this project for some 14 years now.  The first letter that the government was able to find 
was a letter to Hon Eric Charlton, MLC, in 1993.  There were a series of letters to Mr Charlton, a series of letters 
to Mr Criddle, and then letters to me.  I am pleased to say that the government has been able, during its time, to 
act on this issue.  What has been proposed and, as the member has quite rightly pointed out, is now just starting, 
is a series of works that address that section of Guildford Road from Caledonian Avenue to Ninth Avenue, 
Maylands.  As the member pointed out, the difficulty with this road is that it is a major traffic artery to the north 
east corridor, but the road also has a local community on it and has shopping on both sides.  It is one of the 
casualties of the growth of the city.  I am really pleased to see that a lot of work is taking place around Maylands.  
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The government is working very constructively with the City of Bayswater to get good planning for the 
Maylands area.  The government hopes that one day Eighth Avenue will become the Napoleon Street or the 
Bayview Terrace of -  

Mr C.J. Barnett:  It will never be a Napoleon Street! 

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  It could be; the member never knows. 

Mr C.J. Barnett:  In your dreams!  

Ms A.J.G. MacTIERNAN:  But with better values, and certainly a better local member!   

The extensive set of works that has been proposed is being funded by the safer roads program.  The government 
instituted a special program to sit over and above the black spot funding, to be able to take on challenging 
projects and have a lump of money that could be spent to finally resolve what has been, on the member’s watch, 
a problem since 1993.  As for the expedition of the work, I must say that I am very pleased that the group that 
has been awarded this contract is very keen to expedite the work.  The contractor is limited because of the need 
to manage the traffic and to accommodate the businesses.  By and large, the works on Guildford Road have been 
limited to between 9.00 am and 3.00 pm.  The contractor has made a series of propositions wherein, because of 
the counter-flow, it would like to work later and is keen to work on Saturday and Sunday.  Main Roads is a little 
concerned about that, as it wants to accommodate the businesses.  However, quite frankly, the sooner this project 
is completed, the better; and it would probably be preferable to have a more intense period of great disruption to 
get the job completed.  However, I will ask Main Roads and the Best Roads Group to liaise directly with the 
member for Maylands on the issue of expedition to decide which way is the best way to get this result.  My 
instinct is to say, “Let’s go for it and get this job done as quickly as possible.”  There is, therefore, no lack of 
enthusiasm on the part of the contractor to accelerate the works.  The contractor is in regular dialogue with the 
shopping centres; however, perhaps with the member’s intercession we can get a better resolution.  If the 
member for Maylands is agreeable, I will arrange for Main Roads and the Best Roads Group to meet with her to 
perhaps get some agreement on an extension of the time frame in which the contractor is allowed to conduct 
those works.   

I again compliment the member for the tenacity with which she has stayed on this cause.  I am certainly very 
pleased that not only have we been able to deal with one intersection but also we now have a comprehensive 
bundle of works, and I look forward to being with the member in the next couple of months when we formally 
announce the completion of these works. 
 


